LOOKING FOR SUPPORT, EXPERTISE AND NEW IDEAS FOR CREATING SUCCESS?

We believe every leader of the sport has the responsibility to inspire stakeholders in an effort to deliver a positive family soccer experience. Soccer participation offers families value beyond making an individual a better player or even a better athlete. The game of soccer is a powerful platform for participants to build character, foster positive values and develop important life skills. These benefits are available to all players, desirable to every family and transcend the game.

This thinking drives everything we do at Xara, that is why every product, program and service we offer must answer the questions:

How does it improve the soccer experience?
How does it change the playing environment?

Organizations tell us; mandates are driving them crazy, increased competition keeps them awake at night and lack of volunteers leave them drained. We understand the frustration and we are ready to help. Our industry leading product and game changing programs give you the solutions to the challenges you face. Xara will work with you to deliver a more enjoyable experience for everyone.

Find out how you can make the soccer experience more enjoyable by working with a company that understands the challenges facing everyone due to the ever changing face of the sport.
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PRODUCTS

Xara offers industry leading technologies in all areas of our product range. Our team of designers and manufacturers search the globe for performance enhancing fabrics & materials then integrate these cutting edge technologies into the products that you take to the field. This approach ensures that Xara leads the way in all categories of product.

PROGRAMS

Our programs are a game changer. They allow soccer organizations to live their values and create their brand. Soccer organizations are facing greater challenges, Find out how our unique programs don’t just help you to overcome the challenges, they will help you, the organization, to thrive.

SERVICES

For 30 years Xara has built a leading reputation for service and great communication. 99% of all problems are taken care of with good communication, so choose Xara and begin to focus on enjoying the game.

DELIVERY GUARANTEE

The worst nightmare for any organization is the uniforms not being delivered on time; how can you deliver a great experience when your product is nowhere to be found? How do you create a positive environment when everyone is upset by the delay in getting their gear? That is why Xara’s reputation for being #1 in delivery is important to you: take the headaches out of the uniform process and make soccer more enjoyable for everyone.

Disclaimer: Xara Soccer reserves the right to modify any product or pricing without prior notice and assumes no liability for typographical errors that may occur in this catalog. Actual product design, artwork or colors may vary from those pictured.
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**ELLAND**

**1044 MALE  1045 FEMALE**

A true top-of-the-line performance shirt that incorporates our Correct-Fit Technology, X-lite and Dri-X fabrics. Performance feel and comfort that you have come to expect from a Xara garment.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite 50 denier drop-needle polyester
- Dri-X fabric technology
- X-flex back neck label & taped neck
- X-flex shoulder logo
- Back neck and tail contrast panels
- Male & Female performance fit
- NCAA legal

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- ROYAL/GOLD - ROYAL/WHITE - RED/WHITE - BLACK/WHITE - NAVY/WHITE
- RED/BK/WHITE - WHITE/HWITE - ROYAL/BK/WHIHE - ATH.GOLD/ROYAL

**ANFIELD**

**1027 MALE  1028 FEMALE**

The lightest shirt on the US soccer market and possibly the most durable. Moisture management guaranteed to keep you cool and dry even in the most extreme conditions. True home- and away-look. The shirt is engineered for both male and female players to ensure comfort and performance.

**FEATURES:**
- 50 denier drop-needle polyester
- Super lightweight moisture-management fabric
- X-flex back neck label & taped back neck
- Male & Female performance fit
- Micro rib neck trim
- X-flex logo
- Body Mapping
- NCAA legal

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- ROYAL/WHITE - MAROON/WHITE - NAVY/WHITE - HUNTER/WHITE • RED/WHITE
- WHITE/ROYAL - WHITE/MAROON - WHITE/NAVY • WHITE/HUNTER - WHITE/RED

**SRP:** $54.00
This mid-range performance shirt incorporates correct-fit technology with our X-lite and Dri-X fabrics for a performance and feel that you expect from a Xara garment.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite Polyester
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- X-flex back neck label & taped neck
- X-flex shoulder logo
- NFHS sanctioned
- Male & Female performance fit
- NCAA legal

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YS YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYS WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- ROYAL/ATHLETIC GOLD - WHITE/WHITE - ROYAL/WHITE - HUNTER/WHITE
- BRIGHT GREEN/ROYAL - BLACK/WHITE - MAROON/WHITE - NAVY/WHITE
- RED/WHITE - ATH.GOLD/ROYAL - ROYAL/BLACK/WHITE - RED/BLACK/WHITE

Bringing back the retro shadow-stripe with modern tech. Pairing the lustre and look of the 80’s shadow stripe with the softness, moisture-wicking and stretch of new technology. Classic hooped styling gives it a new look for the 21st century.

**FEATURES:**
- Retro Shadow Hooped fabric made from 85% polyester/15% spandex
- Modern cut
- Micro ribbing on front and back collar
- NCAA legal
- Offered in both Male & Female cuts
- 6 sizes from YM thru XL

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- RED/WHITE - RED/WHITE/BLACK - ROYAL/WHITE - ROYAL/WHITE/BLACK
- NAVY/WHITE - WHITE/WHITE - COLUMBIA/WHITE - MAROON/WHITE
- ATH.GOLD/ATH.GOLD - ROYAL/ATH.GOLD
Make your statement on the field with a retro home-and-away-look that meets any budget. Soft, lightweight, moisture-management fabric provides comfort and durability with the flexibility of a male or female cut.

**FEATURES:**
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YS YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYS WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- ROYAL/WHITE - ROYAL/BLACK/WHITE - WHITE/ROYAL/BLACK
- ROYAL/ATH.GOLD - RED/WHITE - BLACK/WHITE - NAVY/WHITE
- WHITE/RED/BLACK - RED/BLACK/WHITE - ATH.GOLD/ROYAL
- HUNTER/WHITE - MAROON/WHITE - WHITE/WHITE

Classic styling combined with subtle detailing is the cornerstone of this performance shirt. Soft, lightweight, moisture-management fabric for comfort and maximum performance. Sizing starts at YS for clubs and organizations with a U6 program, allowing all players of the club to have the same identity and look.

**FEATURES:**
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YS YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYS WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- WHITE/WHITE - PURPLE/WHITE - WHITE/PURPLE - HUNTER/WHITE
- WHITE/HUNTER - MAROON/WHITE - WHITE/MAROON - NAVY/WHITE
- WHITE/NAVY - GREEN/WHITE - WHITE/GREEN - BLACK/WHITE - WHITE/BLACK
- WHITE/ROYAL - WHITE/ROYAL - ORANGE/WHITE - WHITE/ORANGE
- COLUMBIA/WHITE - RED/WHITE - WHITE/RED - GOLD/ROYAL - ROYAL/GOLD

Make your statement on the field with a retro home-and-away-look that meets any budget. Soft, lightweight performance fabric provides comfort and durability with the flexibility of a male or female cut.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- X Flex logo
- Tagless and taped back neck
- NFHS sanctioned
- Male & Female performance fit
- NCAA legal

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- WHITE/WHITE - PURPLE/WHITE - WHITE/PURPLE - HUNTER/WHITE
- WHITE/HUNTER - MAROON/WHITE - WHITE/MAROON - NAVY/WHITE
- WHITE/NAVY - GREEN/WHITE - WHITE/GREEN - BLACK/WHITE - WHITE/BLACK
- WHITE/ROYAL - WHITE/ROYAL - ORANGE/WHITE - WHITE/ORANGE
- COLUMBIA/WHITE - RED/WHITE - WHITE/RED - GOLD/ROYAL - ROYAL/GOLD
See page 11 for suggested Nation short pairing.

**HARROGATE**

1006 UNISEX

SRP: $27.00

Bring a flourish of bold color to your fields this season! The Harrogate is offered in 14 colors and 8 sizes, with the smallest player being accommodated for. Sporting a full bold colored front to make a statement and a plain colored back panel for ease of naming and numbering.

**FEATURES:**
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- 14 colors to choose from
- Sizes to fit the youngest of players age 4
- Ribbed neck
- Printed front with plain back
- X-Flex back neck label
- Dri-X polyester

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: YXS YS YM YL S M L XL

**COLORS:**
- WHITE/TEAL - LIME/BLACK - KELLY GREEN/WHITE - RED/WHITE
- BLACK/WHITE - ROYAL/WHITE - PURPLE/WHITE - HUNTER/WHITE
- NAVY/WHITE - ORANGE/BLACK - MAROON/COLUMBIA
- COLUMBIA/BLACK - NAVY/RED - ATH.GOLD/RED
This classic look brings performance to your team at an affordable price. Lightweight fabric with a comfortable ribbed collar allows you to look good and bring your best game every time you step onto the field.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite Polyester
- Tagless and taped back neck
- X Flex logo
- Stylish micro V Neck
- Open hemmed sleeves
- NCAA legal

**COLORS:**
- FL. GREEN/WHITE - ROYAL/WHITE - RED/BLACK - NAVY/GOLD
- RED/WHITE - HUNTER/WHITE - NAVY/WHITE - ROYAL/BLACK
- BLACK/WHITE - MAROON/WHITE - PURPLE/WHITE
- COLUMBIA/WHITE - GREY/WHITE - ATH.GOLD/ROYAL
- ORANGE/WHITE - KELLY/GREEN/WHITE

**SIZES:**
UNISEX: YS YM YL S M L XL

---

No need to sacrifice comfort and quality for price. The Tranmere shirt is the perfect partner for clubs & associations who want a performance jersey at a price that meets their budget. Available in 15 different color options, the days of scratchy, one-season wonders are a thing of the past. Choose the Tranmere and your players will thank you for it!

**FEATURES:**
- 100% soft, durable jacquard polyester
- Open sleeves and hem
- X-flex shoulder logo
- Ribbed round neck
- X-flex back neck label
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal

**COLORS:**
- ROYAL/WHITE - NAVY/WHITE - RED/WHITE - GREEN/WHITE - FL. GREEN/BLACK
- ATH.GOLD/ROYAL - BABY PINK/WHITE - ORANGE/WHITE - PURPLE/WHITE
- HUNTER/WHITE - BLACK/WHITE - WHITE/WHITE - SILVER/BLACK
- MAROON/WHITE - COLUMBIA/WHITE

**SIZES:**
UNISEX: YXS YS YM YL S M L XL

---
CORRECT FIT MATTERS

The dirty little secret of US soccer is that most female players are wearing products that don’t fit; even worse, it was made to fit a male athlete. Don’t do what’s easy, do what’s right. Differentiate from your competition, offer greater value and build your brand by selecting correct fitting product.

FEMALE CORRECT FIT SHIRT SPECS:
1. Narrower Shoulders
2. Smaller neck opening
3. Shorter sleeve length
4. Shorter underarm opening
5. Shorter body length
6. Fitted chest area
7. Contoured torso
8. Wider hip area

FEMALE CORRECT FIT SHORT SPECS:
1. Narrower elastic waist
2. Wider hips
3. Shorter leg length
4. Shorter front rise
5. Longer back rise
6. Shorter inseam
7. Narrower leg opening

PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGIES

Products that enhance performance, make the game more enjoyable and change the environment in which the game is played. Look for these symbols throughout the catalog and make our products part of your success.

- CORRECT FIT
- X-LITE
- DRI-X
- COOLMAX
- ERGONOM-X
- WATERPROOF
- WATER RESISTANT
- FRAY RESISTANT

Advancing e3 Soccer - making the game more enjoyable. Visit xarasoccer.com or call 800-444-9272
High performance, lightweight short with retro style. Designed to complement all jersey designs in both male & female specific fits. Make a statement with this versatile and comfortable short, for team play or as a training piece. Sizing starts at YS for clubs and organizations with a U6 program, allowing all players of the club to have the same identity and look.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- Dri-X fabric technology
- Elastic waist and drawstring
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- 7 inch inseam for male fit (graded from size M)
- 5 inch inseam for female fit (graded from size WM)

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

Unparalleled comfort paired with correct-fit technology makes this a smart choice for all teams. The comfort is achieved by using our X-lite fabric for soft durability with the perfect cut and fit. Longer 7-inch inseam for teams (male) who prefer a longer look.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- Dri-X fabric technology
- Elastic waist and drawstring
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- 7 inch inseam for male fit (graded from size M)
- 5 inch inseam for female fit (graded from size WM)

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
ROYAL/WHITE - ROYAL/ATH.GOLD - RED/WHITE - BLACK/WHITE
NAVY/WHITE - WHITE/WHITE - HUNTER/WHITE - MAROON/WHITE
BLACK/RED/WHITE - BLACK/ROYAL/WHITE
WHITE/NAVY - BLACK/ROYAL/WHITE - WHITE/MAROON - MAROON/WHITE
BLACK/FL.YELLOW - BLACK/ELECTRIC BLUE - BLACK/RED/WHITE
The Nation is a short that is versatile in style and price. Whether you are looking for a travel team training short or an association that needs to accommodate the smallest of players, the Nation short is a great option. Made from soft, durable X-lite polyester with understated styling that allows you to pair with any jersey.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- Dri-X fabric technology
- Elastic waist and drawstring
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- 7 inch inseam (graded from size M)
- YXS to fit age 4/5

**SIZES:**
UNISEX: YXS, YS, YM, YL, S, M, L, XL

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/BLACK
- NAVY/WHITE
- RED/WHITE
- ROYAL/WHITE
- WHITE/WHITE
- GREEN/WHITE
- HUNTER/WHITE
- MAROON/WHITE
- NAVY/RED
- PURPLE/WHITE
- RED/GOLD

Style and comfort on a budget is achieved by combining our X-lite fabric for soft durability with the perfect cut and fit. Longer 7 inch inseam for teams (male) who prefer a longer look.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite Polyester
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- Male & Female performance fit
- NCAA legal
- 7 inch inseam for male fit (graded from size M)
- 5.5 inch inseam for female fit (graded from size WM)

**SIZES:**
MALE: YS, YM, YL, S, M, L, XL
FEMALE: WYS, WYM, WYL, WS, WM, WL, WXL

**COLORS:**
- WHITE/WHITE
- PURPLE/WHITE
- GREEN/WHITE
- BLACK/WHITE
- COLUMBIA/WHITE
- HUNTER/WHITE
- MAROON/WHITE
- NAVY/WHITE
- ROYAL/WHITE
- RED/WHITE
- ROYAL/ATH.GOLD
- ORANGE/WHITE
- ROYAL/BRIGHT GREEN
**LEAGUE**

2074  **UNISEX**

SRP: **$16.00**

Great short for any program on a tight budget or an extra short for training. Made from lightweight polyester for durability and comfort.

**FEATURES:**
- Lightweight, breathable polyester
- Drawstring
- NCAA legal
- X-flex logo
- 5.5 inch inseam

**SIZES:**
- Unisex: YXS YS YM YL S M L XL XXL

**COLORS:**
- NAVY WHITE - BLACK WHITE - RED WHITE - ROYAL WHITE

---

**FUTURE STAR**

2085  **UNISEX**

SRP: **$10.00**

Soccer is fun for kids of all ages and the Future Star short gives the youngest members of your family the opportunity to have fun and develop a love of the game.

**FEATURES:**
- Lightweight, breathable polyester
- Drawstring
- X-flex logo

**SIZES:**
- Unisex: XXS (Age 3-4)

**COLORS:**
- BLACK WHITE

---

**SIZING CHARTS**

### SHIRTS (Age)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIRTS (Age)</th>
<th>YXS(4)</th>
<th>YS(6)</th>
<th>YM(8)</th>
<th>YL(10)</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body Length</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SHORTS (Age)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHORTS (Age)</th>
<th>YXS(4)</th>
<th>YS(6)</th>
<th>YM(8)</th>
<th>YL(10)</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>34-36</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>40-42</td>
<td>42-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>22-24</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>34-36</td>
<td>38-40</td>
<td>40-42</td>
<td>42-44</td>
<td>46-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>34-36</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>40-42</td>
<td>42-44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Pant Length  | N/A    | 32    | 34.5  | 36.5   | 39.5| 41  | 42.5 | 44.5 | 45.5

---

### SIZES:

- MALE/UNISEX
- FEMALE

---

**FUTURE STAR**

2085  **UNISEX**

SRP: **$10.00**

Soccer is fun for kids of all ages and the Future Star short gives the youngest members of your family the opportunity to have fun and develop a love of the game.

**FEATURES:**
- Lightweight, breathable polyester
- Drawstring
- X-flex logo

**SIZES:**
- Unisex: XXS (Age 3-4)

**COLORS:**
- BLACK WHITE

---

**SIZING CHARTS**

### SHIRTS (Age)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIRTS (Age)</th>
<th>WYS(6)</th>
<th>WYM(8)</th>
<th>WYL(10)</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>WM</th>
<th>WL</th>
<th>WXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>34-36</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>38-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Length</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SHORTS (Age)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHORTS (Age)</th>
<th>WYS(6)</th>
<th>WYM(8)</th>
<th>WYL(10)</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>WM</th>
<th>WL</th>
<th>WXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>32-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hips</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>34-36</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>38-40</td>
<td>42-44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OUTERWEAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTERWEAR</th>
<th>WYS</th>
<th>WYM</th>
<th>WYL</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>WM</th>
<th>WL</th>
<th>WXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>34-36</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>38-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>32-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pant Length</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three unique themed products ensure you find what’s right for your organization. With the imagination of the members and the tools that are part of the programs, you can deliver an experience that is rich, distinctive and memorable.

IT’S MORE THAN JUST A JERSEY
Express the identity and flavor of each nation, club or city and celebrate the success of your players and coaches. In addition to theme series uniforms, each team receives online access to team specific support materials including certificates and photo surrounds.

CHANGE EVERYTHING
Create an experience that will have the community buzzing and parents asking “where do we sign up?”
Soccer is a global game and this shirt gives the families in your program the excitement that only soccer can bring. Share your commitment to providing a memorable International soccer experience by choosing the International series products.

**FEATURES**
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- Woven badge
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- Ribbed neck and cuffs
- Printed front with plain back
- Free online support package with team purchase

**SIZES**
- UNISEX: YS YM YL S M L XL XXL
- Sugg. Retail: $30.00
- ALSO OFFERED IN XXL!
  - Item #1043
  - Sugg. Retail: $34.00

**TEAMS**
1. USA 2. SPAIN 3. URUGUAY 4. HOLLAND
5. JAPAN 6. MEXICO 7. PORTUGAL 8. BRAZIL
9. IRELAND 10. ITALY 11. BELGIUM 12. ARGENTINA
13. ENGLAND 14. GERMANY
The Champions series provides the flavor of the games on a global basis. Now you can be part of the world game at club level. More than just a uniform, the Champions series of products provide clubs and associations the opportunity to give their families a global soccer experience. These uniforms will have everyone feeling like Champions.

**FEATURES:**
- 15 Teams to choose from
- X-lite 100% Polyester
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- Stylish micro rib neck
- Printed front with plain back
- Open hemmed sleeves

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: YS  YM  YL  S  M  L  XL  XXL
- Sugg. Retail: $30.00
- ALSO OFFERED IN XXL!
  - Item #1026
  - Sugg. Retail: $34.00

**TEAMS:**
1. BARCELONA  2. MUNICH  3. DORTMUND  4. FLUMINENSE  
5. INTER  6. CELTIC  7. PARIS  8. MILAN  9. MADRID  
10. LIVERPOOL  11. ARSENAL  12. CHELSEA  13. JUVE  
14. AMERICA  15. UNITED
A truly American soccer experience. Bold, dramatic designs will have everyone in your club excited about their season. Featuring 17 great dynamic cities, each design evokes the history and character that makes each city unique. This is your chance to create a totally different soccer experience for everyone in your program.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite Polyester
- Tagless and taped back neck
- X Flex logo
- Stylish micro round neck
- Open hemmed sleeves
- Printed front with plain back
- Free online support package with team purchase

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: YS YM YL S M L XL XXL
- Sugg. Retail: $30.00

**ALSO OFFERED IN XXL!**
- Item #1076  Sugg. Retail: $34.00

**CITIES:**
1. SEATTLE  2. DENVER  3. COLUMBUS  4. KANSAS CITY
5. DALLAS  6. LOS ANGELES  7. CHICAGO  8. NEW YORK
9. PHILADELPHIA  10. BOSTON  11. VANCOUVER
12. SALT LAKE CITY  13. SAN JOSE  14. HOUSTON
15. TORONTO  16. WASHINGTON  17. PORTLAND
The tone-on-tone striping puts a sophisticated twist on the old-school hooped sock. Versatile coloring and style makes it easy to pair up with any uniform combination without overpowering your club colors.

**SIZES:**
XS, YOUTH, ADULT

---

The breast cancer ribbon appears only on the pink sock.

---

**COLORS:**
BLACK - WHITE - ROYAL - RED - HUNTER - KELLY GREEN - MAROON
NAVY - COLUMBIA - BREAST CANCER PINK

---

Top-of-the-line technical performance-sock made from Coolmax yarn for superior comfort and moisture wicking. Used widely by professional athletes in every sport, Xara now makes it available to you. Coolmax gives you the soft feel of cotton with all of the performance benefits of a man-made fiber, keeping your feet dry and free of blisters to help you maximize your performance for the full 90.

**SIZES:**
YOUTH, ADULT

---

**COLORS:**
ROYAL/WHITE - WHITE/ROYAL - ROYAL/BLACK - ROYAL/GOLD - BLACK/RED
BLACK/WHITE - WHITE/BLACK - BLACK/BLACK - WHITE/WHITE - RED/WHITE
WHITE/RED - HUNTER/WHITE - WHITE/HUNTER - MAROON/WHITE
WHITE/MAROON - NAVY/WHITE - WHITE/NAVY

---

**COOL-X**
3044
SRP: $19.00

---

**HOOPED SOCK**
3049
SRP: $16.00
The **Elite Sock** has a classic look combined with performance elements that keep you cool and comfortable. The slightly padded footbed allows for comfort without compromising the feel of the ball on your foot. Material: Nylon/Spandex, elastic.

**SIZES:**
XS, YOUTH, ADULT

**COLORS:**
- RED/WHITE
- WHITE/RED
- MAROON/WHITE
- WHITE/MAROON
- HUNTER/WHITE
- WHITE/HUNTER
- ROYAL/WHITE
- WHITE/ROYAL
- ROYAL/GOLD
- BLACK/WHITE
- WHITE/BLACK
- NAVY/WHITE
- WHITE/NAVY
- ELECTRIC BLUE/BLACK
- NEON YELLOW/BLACK

---

The **Logo Sock** has a classic look combined with performance elements that keep you cool and comfortable. The slightly padded footbed allows for comfort without compromising the feel of the ball on your foot. Material: Nylon/Spandex, elastic.

**SIZES:**
YOUTH, ADULT

**COLORS:**
- HUNTER/WHITE
- WHITE/HUNTER
- ROYAL/WHITE
- WHITE/ROYAL
- ROYAL/GOLD
- BLACK/WHITE
- WHITE/BLACK
- NAVY/WHITE
- WHITE/NAVY
- ELECTRIC BLUE/BLACK
- NEON YELLOW/BLACK
- BLACK/GOLD
- RED/WHITE
- WHITE/RED
- ROYAL/BLACK
- KELLY GREEN/WHITE
- WHITE/KELLY GREEN
- PURPLE/WHITE
- WHITE/PURPLE
- MAROON/WHITE
- WHITE/MAROON
High performance sock for the Premier level teams on a budget. Also a great option as a training or second sock. Material: 85/15 Nylon/Spandex

**SIZES:**
XS, YOUTH, ADULT

**COLORS:**
BLACK - WHITE - NAVY - KELLY GREEN - ROYAL - ORANGE HUNTER - GOLD - MAROON - PURPLE - RED

---

When you prefer a footed sock we have you covered. If your game is strong but your budget is tight, the Player sock is a perfect fit. Material: Nylon/Spandex

**SIZES:**
XS, YOUTH, ADULT

**COLORS:**
ROYAL - RED - WHITE - NAVY - BLACK

---

Sport ankle sock made from Cool-Plus performance yarn for comfort and the prevention of blisters.

**SIZES:**
MALE AND FEMALE

**COLORS:**
WHITE
Now you can have the total XARA look without compromising quality. This sock is perfect for recreational teams and leagues or simply for teams on a budget looking to keep costs down. Made from Acrylic/Spandex for comfort and durability.

**SIZES:**
3038 XS
3039 YOUTH
3040 ADULT

**COLORS:**
KELLY GREEN - ROYAL - RED - ORANGE
PURPLE - BABY PINK - MAROON - GOLD
COLUMBIA BLUE - HUNTER - NAVY
WHITE - BLACK - LIME - TEAL

---

**SOCK SIZING CHART**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sock Size</th>
<th>Shoe Size</th>
<th>Sock Size</th>
<th>Shirt Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Ladies</td>
<td>Mens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>10 - 13</td>
<td>1 - 6</td>
<td>4 - 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>9 - 12</td>
<td>7 - 12</td>
<td>Adult</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MINI KICKERS**

3052

SRP: $4.00

Fully footed, size-appropriate sport sock that ensures even the smallest of players a comfortable, safe fit in their sport shoes. An ill-fitting foot bed can lead to instability, ill-fitting shoes and possible injury.

**FEATURES:**
Full footed, not a tube sock
Size-appropriate for the smallest of players
Made from 85% Nylon & 15% Elastic

**SIZES:**
8-13 shoe & 1-4 shoe

**COLORS:**
RED - ROYAL - NAVY - BLACK - WHITE
As unique as the individual that wears it; the Instigator has a striking embossed design that is understated, not flashy but can shine under pressure and withstand the heat. Made from X-lite embossed polyester with light elbow and forearm padding with a fine rib collar and cuffs.

**FEATURES:**
- Embossed X-lite polyester
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- Light elbow & forearm padding

**SIZES:**
UNISEX - YS  YM  YL  S  M  L  XL

**COLORS:**
- ORANGE/BLACK
- GREEN/WHITE

Updated and stylish, our Goal Keeper trousers and shorts have a new look and feel. Built to feel soft and lighter than traditional goal keeper garments, while keeping the necessary protection and durability. Full protection on hips.

**FEATURES:**
- Full hip padding
- Durable and soft knitted poly
- Stylish fit
- Elastic waist with draw string
- 8 inch inseam (shorts)

**SIZES:**
UNISEX - YM  YL  S  M  L  XL

**COLORS:**
PINK

Add a splash of color to your program. This bold asymmetrical design, paired with light elbow padding will be the answer to all budget conscious players or programs.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- NCAA legal
- Light elbow and forearm padding

**COLORS:**
PINK

**SIZES:**
UNISEX - YS  YM  YL  S  M  L  XL

**SIZING STARTS AT YS FOR CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS WITH A U6 PROGRAM**
**PROVOKE**

**GOAL KEEPER SHIRT**

5085 **MALE**  
5086 **FEMALE**

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- Non-padded

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- GREY/ELECTRIC BLUE

Stays cool with athletic style, and keeps in shape. Agile, has great range of movement, and doesn’t fall apart at the seams. Just like you, it performs under pressure!

---

**PROVOKE**

**GOAL KEEPER SHORT**

5087 **MALE**  
5088 **FEMALE**

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- Dri-X fabric technology
- Elastic waist and drawstring
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- 8 inch inseam for male fit graded from size M
- 5½ inch inseam for female fit (graded from size WM)
- Non-padded

**SIZES:**
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- GREY/ELECTRIC BLUE

SRP: $50.00

SRP: $32.50
Rain... it’s part of the game. Embrace it with our new mesh-lined waterproof jacket and trousers. Even the zippers are waterproof for extra protection from the elements. Longer length body with dual way zipper and retractable hood. Chest media pocket for superior protection where you need it most.

**LISSON**

**FLEECE LINED HOODED JACKET**

**4011 UNISEX**

**FEATURES:**
- Fleece Lined
- 3/4 length jacket w/dual front zipper
- Attached fleece lined hood
- Water & Rain resistant woven polyester
- 2 side pockets with zippers
- Elasticated cuffs
- NCAA legal

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: YM YL S M L XL XXL

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/GREY

Heavier than a warm-up jacket, the Lisbon offers relief from those frosty mornings and damp chilly conditions on the side lines with a soft fleece lining and water/wind-resistant fabric. Sporting a full attached hood and longer body length for extra protection. Dual way main zipper for comfort and less bulk when seated.

**GRANADA**

**SOLD AS SEPARATES**

**WATERPROOF HOODED JACKET**

**4013 UNISEX**

**JACKET FEATURES:**
- Made from waterproof woven polyester
- Waterproof zippers
- 3/4 Length jkt w/double front zipper
- Concealable hood in the collar
- Waterproof Chest media pocket
- 2 side pockets with zippers
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
- Vented back panel
- Fully mesh lined
- Reflective back piping
- NCAA legal

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: YM YL S M L XL XXL

**COLORS:**
- BLACK

**WATERPROOF TROUSER**

**4014 UNISEX**

**TROUSER FEATURES:**
- Made from waterproof woven polyester
- 2 side pockets with zippers
- Extra long leg zippers
- NCAA legal
- Elasticated waist and draw string
- Fully mesh lined

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: S M L XL XXL

**COLORS:**
- BLACK

**SOLD AS SEPARATES**

**WATERPROOF HOODED JACKET**

**4011 UNISEX**

**Jacket Features:**
- From waterproof woven polyester
- Waterproof zippers
- 3/4 Length jkt w/double front zipper
- Concealable hood in the collar
- Waterproof Chest media pocket
- 2 side pockets with zippers
- Velcro adjustable cuffs
- Vented back panel
- Fully mesh lined
- Reflective back piping
- NCAA legal

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: YM YL S M L XL XXL

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/GREY

**SOLD AS SEPARATES**

**WATERPROOF TROUSER**

**4014 UNISEX**

**Trousers Features:**
- Made from waterproof woven polyester
- 2 side pockets with zippers
- Extra long leg zippers
- NCAA legal
- Elasticated waist and draw string
- Fully mesh lined

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: S M L XL XXL

**COLORS:**
- BLACK
**SEVILLA**
SOLD AS SEPARATES

**JACKET**

**4057 MALE | 4054 FEMALE**

SRP: $68.00

- Simple, tailored styling paired with contrast stitching is a nod to retro of old. Euro slim fit styling with a little stretch. Made from X-lite knitted polyester for comfort and performance. Sizing starts at YS for clubs and organizations with a U6 program, allowing all players of the club to have the same identity and look.

**FEATURES:**
- Knitted polyester fabric
- Reverse-entry zippers
- NCAA legal
- Contrast overlock accent seam stitching
- Two zippered pockets
- Male / Female performance fit
- Dri-X Fabric Technology

**SIZES:**
MALE: YS, YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL
FEMALE: WYS, WYM, WYL, WS, WM, WL, WXL

**COLORS:**
BLACK/GREY - ROYAL/BLACK - RED/BLACK - NAVY/BLACK
HUNTER/BLACK - MAROON/BLACK - KELLY GREEN/BLACK
PURPLE/BLACK - ROYAL/ATH.GLD

---

**TROUSER**

**4076 MALE | 4077 FEMALE**

SRP: $44.00

- Functional, comfortable, and tapered leg trousers that won’t bust your budget. Designed to complement any of our range of jackets, or simply wear alone. Sizing starts at YS for clubs and organizations with a U6 program, allowing all players of the club to have the same identity and look.

**FEATURES:**
- Knitted polyester fabric
- X-lite polyester
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- 2 calf zippers
- Elastic waist
- w/ draw string
- 2 side pockets
- tapered leg

**COLORS:**
BLACK - ROYAL
GENOA
SOLD AS SEPARATES

JACKET
4078 MALE 4079 FEMALE
SRP: $79.00

TROUSER
4095 MALE 4096 FEMALE
SRP: $46.00

JACKET:
Lightweight, stylish jacket that will keep you warm and protected from the elements without weighing you down during warm-up. Fully mesh-lined for breathability and comfort.

FEATURES:
- Water and wind resistant
- X-lite Hydrex Polyester
- Two side seam pockets with zippers
- Outside media pocket w/ ear bud access
- Concealed inner zipper for embroidery access
- Adjustable cuff for wind resistance
- Fully lined
- Male & Female performance fit
- NCAA legal
- Adjustable bungee waist fastening

SIZES:
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL (XXL IN BLACK ONLY)
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

COLORS:
- RED/WHITE
- NAVY/WHITE
- ROYAL/WHITE
- MAROON/WHITE
- BLACK/WHITE
- HUNTER/WHITE

TROUSER:
A warm-up pant designed with ultra comfort and functionality in mind. It is made from soft, durable poly/spandex that promotes range of motion without compromising on style.

FEATURES:
- X-tra soft, X-lite
- Polyester/Spandex fabric
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- Male & Female performance fit
- NCAA legal
- Two zippered side pockets
- Inside-calf leg zippers
- Elastic waist and draw string

SIZES:
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

COLORS:
- BLACK/WHITE
BLACK/WHITE - NAVY/WHITE

The Palermo training pant has become a classic, designed with ultra comfort and functionality in mind. It is made from soft, lightweight poly/spandex that promotes range of motion without compromising on style. Designed with a modern tapered leg and side calf zippers for ease of removal over your boots. The Palermo will soon become your favorite “go-to” pant.

FEATURES:
- Extra soft, X-lite polyester/spandex fabric
- Dri-X fabric technology
- Male & Female performance fit
- NCAA legal
- Two zippered side pockets
- Outside calf leg zippers
- Modern tapered leg
- Elastic waist and draw string

SIZES:
- MALE: YS YM YL S M L XL
- FEMALE: WYS WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

COLORS:
- BLACK
- NAVY
- RED
- ROYAL

Whether you are at the field to train or to spectate, you can stay warm and cozy in this understated sweat top made from fleece-backed Melange fabric. Enhanced with tonal flat overlock stitching on seams, open cuffs and bottom.

FEATURES:
- Fleece lined Malenge Polyester
- Flat overlock stiching
- NFHS sanctioned
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- Dri-X Fabric Technology

SIZES:
- MALE: YM YL S M L XL XXL
- FEMALE: WYM WYL WS WM WL WXL

COLORS:
- BLACK
- NAVY
- RED
- ROYAL

SRP: $48.00

4062 MALE
4063 FEMALE

4050 MALE
4051 FEMALE

4052 MALE
4053 FEMALE
Keep warm while training, without overheating. This lightweight warm top, blends comfort and warmth with euro cut and style. Your perfect partner on or off the field with full-zipped hood and extra warmth for your hands.

**FEATURES:**
- NCAA legal
- Extra soft polyester/spandex fabric
- Half Zip
- Transitional thumb holes in cuffs
- Binding on cuffs, hem and hood
- Offered in both Male & Female cuts

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/GREY

---

**MALAGA**

**HOODED TOP**

**4007 MALE  4008 FEMALE**

**SRP: $56.00**

---

**ALICANTE**

**3/4 PANT**

**4015 MALE**

**SRP: $44.00**

---
The Bologna top is a lightweight, stylish, and versatile layer that lets you train, run, or simply spectate while looking and feeling great. Tighter European cut keeps your body warm without the bulk. Can be worn alone or add layers to adapt to the climate and conditions.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- Small zippered key or card pocket
- Taped back neck
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- Dri-X Fabric Technology
- Half-zip reverse-entry zipper w/ reflector tape

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/ELECTRIC BLUE

**SIZES:**
- MALE: S M L XL XXL
- FEMALE: WS WM WL WXL

On or off the field this shirt combines function of fabric with the style of a European look and cut.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite polyester
- X-Flex back neck label and taped neck
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- Dri-X Fabric Technology

**COLORS:**
- NEON YELLOW/BLACK - BLACK/NEON YELLOW - ELECTRIC BLUE/BLACK

See pages 11 and 19 for more information on Socks and Shorts.
When you want more than just a moisture-absorbing basic tee, Xara provides comfort and moisture-wicking technology in a stylish performance tee that your team and staff members will enjoy and wear both on or off the field.

**FEATURES:**
- Back X-Flex logo design
- Tagless and taped back neck
- Soft X-lite performance polyester

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX YS YM YL S M L XL XXL

**COLORS:**
- ROYAL - BLACK - FL. GREEN - WHITE - RED

---

This indestructible bib is the best training bib on the market, and will be in play for years. Reversible for versatility with side elastic for easy access. Made from heavy polyester mesh with XARA logo printed on both sides.

**FEATURES:**
- Reversible
- Durable heavy mesh
- Side elastic for easy access

**SIZES:**
- YOUTH, ADULT

**COLORS:**
- YELLOW/NAVY - ORANGE/ROYAL

---

Replace that old bulky fleece with our performance Dri-X fabric hooded top. The Newport has all the practical features of a traditional cotton-fleece hoody, without the trademark bulk, overheating, and fading-in-the-wash drawbacks. You wear performance on the field, it’s time to upgrade your game off the field.

**FEATURES:**
- Full size hood with bungee fastener
- Front “hand warmer pouch”
- Made from knitted Dri-X polyester
- X-flex shoulder logo
- Tagless back neck label
- NCAA legal

**COLORS:**
- BLACK - STEEL GREY

**SIZES:**
- UNISEX: YM YL S M L XL XXL

**SRP:** $50.00

---
This stylish polo will provide team recognition on or off the field environment. Designed with correct-fit technology and a tailored look, this shirt is perfect for all members of your program.

**FEATURES:**
- X-lite Polyester w/ Spandex
- Dri-X fabric technology
- NCAA legal
- Male / Female performance fit
- Taped back neck
- Concealed 3 button placket

**SIZES:**
- MALE: S M L XL XXL
- FEMALE: WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- NAVY - WHITE - ROYAL - GREY - RED

---

**SANTIAGO COACHES SHORT**

**FEATURES:**
- Extra soft, polyester/spandex fabric
- NCAA legal
- Zippered side pockets
- Elasticated waist and draw string
- NCAA legal
- Offered in both Male & Female cuts
- Male 7.5” inseam (size M)
- Female 5.5” inseam (Size WM)

**SIZES:**
- MALE: M L XL XXL
- FEMALE: WS WM WL WXL

**COLORS:**
- BLACK
When function meets style it results in the perfect sports backpack that can multitask as a sport, school or travel backpack. No detail or functionality was overlooked: large main compartment with ample space for your gear and electronics. All interior compartments and pockets are water-proofed to ensure your property will remain dry during that unexpected rain shower on or off the field. Separate shoe and ball compartments to keep your clothing and belongings free from mud and moisture. Subtly designed and branded to allow you to use on or off the field.

**FEATURES:**
- Water-proof fabric and zippers
- Concealed ball pocket
- Designated boot compartment
- Large main compartment
- Padded computer pocket
- Padded ergonomic shoulder straps
- Padded Back for spine comfort and protection

**SIZE:**
- 19" TALL
- 13" WIDE
- 9" DEEP at widest point

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/BLACK - RED/BLACK - ROYAL/BLACK
- NAVY/BLACK - HUNTER/BLACK - MAROON/BLACK

**SRP:** $58.00
You asked for it and we delivered a “unique to soccer” travel duffle bag that can be carried as a backpack or hand held. Large capacity center compartment with two outer pockets that accommodate full size soccer ball, boots and more. Protective heels on the bottom of the bag protect it from wear and tear when traveling and convenient handles at each end of the bag for loading and handling.

FEATURES:
- Waterproof PVC-backed polyester
- Reverse-entry zippers
- Easy-access large main compartment for your gear
- 2 large capacity end compartments for balls, boots, and more
- Small zippered inside pocket for keys and wallets
- Extra handle on each end for loading and checking in
- Easy embroidery access for team logos or names
- Extra strength and protection on 4 corners of bag base

COLORS:
- RED/BLACK - BLACK/WHITE - NAVY/BLACK
- MAROON/BLACK - ROYAL/BLACK - HUNTER/BLACK

SIZE:
- 33.5" LONG
- 13.5" DEEP
- 11.5" TALL

BACKPACK STRAPS
COMPETITOR
DUFFLE BAG WITH
7015
SRP: $59.95

This large ball bag has a capacity of 12 size 5 balls. Featuring a reinforced bottom for strength, backpack-type shoulder straps, drawstring closure, and a concealed inner pocket for keys or wallet. Great addition to any team to make practice a breeze.

MATERIAL:
420 Denier Polyester with Polyester Mesh

COLORS:
- RED/BLACK - BLACK/WHITE - NAVY/BLACK
- MAROON/BLACK - ROYAL/BLACK - HUNTER/BLACK

SIZE:
- 18" TALL
- 13" WIDE
- 14" DEEP

DUFFLE BAG
HOPPER
BALL BAG
7098
SRP: $36.00

MAGNA
BACKPACK
7006
SRP: $52.00

Just call it versatile. With its built-in features and components, this bag features everything you asked for. Easy-access front ball holder, inside detachable shoe pouch plus many other features listed below. This is the ultimate “players” back pack.

FEATURES:
- Made from waterproof polyester ripstop fabric
- Front pouch adjustable ball holder
- Large inner pouch with inner detachable shoe pocket
- Front zipper pouch for smaller object storage and easy access for club logo application
- Mesh side pockets for wet or dirty items
- Padded adjustable shoulder straps and spine for extra comfort
- ID card/pocket
- NCAA legal

COLORS:
- ROYAL/SILVER/BLACK - BLACK/SILVER
- MAROON/SILVER/BLACK - NAVY/SILVER/BLACK
- RED/SILVER/BLACK - BLACK/RED
- ROYAL/ATH.GOLD/BLACK - HUNTER/SILVER/BLACK

SIZE:
- 19" TALL
- 13" WIDE
- 9" DEEP at widest point

MATERIAL:
420 Denier Polyester with Polyester Mesh

COLORS:
- RED/BLACK - BLACK/WHITE - NAVY/BLACK
- MAROON/BLACK - ROYAL/BLACK - HUNTER/BLACK

SIZE:
- 33.5" LONG
- 13.5" DEEP
- 11.5" TALL
**BALL TOTE V2**

**BAG**

7016

**FEATURES:**
- Water and wind resistant
- Double drawstring fastening
- Zippered outside pocket

**MATERIAL:** Made from ripstop polyester

**SIZE:** One Size

16” Tall x 13” wide x 5.5” deep

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/WHITE
- RED/WHITE
- ROYAL/WHITE
- PINK/WHITE

**Outside zippered ball compartment fits full size ball. Inside roomy compartment with drawstring closure. Tote your gear to practice or the gym. Perfect size for young players too small for a backpack.**

**SOCCER SAFE**

**FIRST AID KIT**

9720

**CONTENTS:**
- Emergency blanket
- Various sized Bandaids
- Various sized Bandages
- Scissors
- Safety pins
- Cold Compress
- Eye Pad
- Eye wash
- Splint
- Adhesive
- Tourniquet
- Antiseptic wipes
- CPR face shield

and many more, see web for full listing

**SIZE:** One Size

12” wide x 10” deep x 8” high

**COLOR:** Red

**TRAVELLER**

**BAG**

7013

**FEATURES:**
- Waterproof PVC-backed polyester
- Fully lined
- Easy-access main compartment
- 2 end compartments
- U-shaped main-compartment zipper for easy access
- Small, front inside pocket for keys and wallets
- Extra handle on each end for loading
- Easy embroidery access for logos or names
- Extra corner-protectors on bag base
- Retractable pull-handle

**SIZE:** 23” x 13.5” x 11”

**COLORS:**
- FL. GREEN/BLACK
- RED/BLACK
- BLACK/WHITE
- ROYAL/BLACK
- PINK/BLACK
- NAVY/ WHITE
Thermally bonded 32-panel ball. Once you discover the flight and feel of a thermal seamless ball, there is no comparison. Eliminating seams means you eliminate air pockets that disrupt ball flight, and eliminate absorbing water in wet conditions. Recommended as a high-performing club game ball. Approved for HS and College level play.

FEATURES:
- NFHS
- Thermal Bonded Seams
- Superior Flight
- Superior Touch

SIZE:
- 5.

COLORS:
- WHITE/TEAL/ORANGE

---

A Hybrid soccer ball is a fusion of Thermal Bonded and Stitched ball. It has the feel and flight of a stitched ball with the waterproofed seams of a Thermal bond ball. It is constructed of high quality synthetic leather that is stitched, then the seams are sealed to assist in flight and waterproofing. Traditional 32 panel with wound bladder. Made for tournament and competition play. NFHS approved.

FEATURES:
- NFHS
- Stitched & Bonded Seams
- True Flight
- Excellent Touch

SIZE:
- 3, 4, 5.

COLORS:
- WHITE/TURQUOISE/SILVER
**XB7 V4**

BALL
8057

*SRP: $50.00*

Top-quality hand-stitched ball; made for tournament and competition play; approved for High School. Made from the finest synthetic leather, butyl bladder and valve for long life, true bounce, and shape. Water resistant, traditional 32-panel ball guaranteed for one year for stitching and shape.

**SIZE:**
4, 5.

**COLORS:**
WHITE/GREY/RED

**XB5 V4**

BALL
8056

*SRP: $40.00*

Quality hand-stitched ball; made for tournament and competition play. Made from the finest synthetic leather, butyl bladder and valve for long life, true bounce, and shape. Water resistant, traditional 32-panel ball guaranteed for one year for stitching and shape.

**SIZE:**
3, 4, 5.

**COLORS:**
WHITE/GREEN/BLACK

**XB3 V4**

BALL
8055

*SRP: $30.00*

Perfect ball for training, camps and recreational play. Hand-stitched and water resistant for a soft touch and longevity. Guaranteed for one year for stitching and shape.

**SIZE:**
3, 4, 5.

**COLORS:**
WHITE/NAVY/BLUE
Child safety is a priority for all families and Xara has a ball that is made from a softer material that is more forgiving to the touch and cushions the impact when the ball is kicked. Check out this ball, another way Xara is improving your soccer experience.

**XB1 V5 BALL**
8051

**SRP:** $21.00

**SIZE:** 3, 4, 5.

**COLORS:** ORANGE/BLACK/NEON YELLOW
NEON GREEN/BLUE/WHITE
NAVY/PINK/WHITE - WHITE/BLACK/GREY

Safety and comfort are forefront of any Xara design. This mid-level glove combines both elements with its soft flexible body fabric and safety from spine-like digits that protect the fingers from “finger bend back” injuries.

**FEATURES:**
- Made for mid-level play
- Finger safe technology
- Full elastic cuff
- Latex palm for maximum feel and comfort
- Side finger venting
- Ultra soft for ease of movement

**GL7 FINGER-SAFE GLOVE**
5044

**SRP:** $60.00

**SIZE:** 8, 9, 10, 11.

**COLORS:** ORANGE/BLACK/NEON YELLOW
NEON GREEN/BLUE/WHITE
NAVY/PINK/WHITE
WHITE/BLACK/GREY

Always safety first and especially important for young hands. This entry-level glove has digit protection for the fingers to prevent ‘finger bend-back’ injuries.

**SIZE:** 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

**COLORS:**
- NEON GREEN/BLUE/WHITE
- ORANGE/BLACK/NEON YELLOW
- NAVY/PINK/WHITE
- WHITE/BLACK
**XG3 V2**
*GUARD w/SLEEVE*  
**9055**

- Slim lightweight slip-in guard that does not compromise on safety. Package includes polyester guard sleeves.

**FEATURES:**
- Lightweight, non-bulky slip-in guard
- EVA shell with PP Padding
- Polyester/Lycra sleeves
- Slip-in sleeves to secure guard in place

**SIZES:**
- S. M. L
- S. Player Height of 4’ - 4’7”
- M. Player Height of 4’8” - 5’3”
- L. Player height of 5’4” and above

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/GREY/RED

---

**XG7**
*GUARD w/SLEEVE*  
**9059**

- Designed to be used with any Xara slip-in guard. The Lycra sleeve has a front Kangaroo pouch for ease of use keeping the guard securely in place and prevent any irritation or rubbing. Can be used with any standard slip-in guard. For those occasions when a sleeve goes missing or simply to have a clean spare pair on hand.

**FEATURES:**
- Seamless rim slip-in guard
- Lightweight, slim profile
- Package includes Dri-X Lycra guard sleeves to secure guard in place

**SIZES:**
- S. M. L
- S. Player Height of 4’ - 4’7”
- M. Player Height of 4’8” - 5’3”
- L. Player height of 5’4” and above

**COLORS:**
- BLUE/GOLD

---

**KANGAROO V2**
*SLEEVE WITH ATTACHED ANKLE GUARD*  
**9060**

- Our unique Kangaroo sleeve generation II, combines built-in ankle shields with guard-securing sleeve all in one. Most players prefer the feel of a slim slip-in guard and sleeve, but this usually means giving up on ankle protection. Now you can have both safety and comfort.

**FEATURES:**
- Main body sleeve made from Polyester
- Lycra to help prevent leg cramping
- Padded EVA ankle shield protection with elastic foot strap
- Kangaroo front pouch to keep a barrier between leg and guard

**COLORS:**
- BLACK/GREY

**SIZES:**
- S. M. L
- S. Player Height of 4’ - 4’7”
- M. Player Height of 4’8” - 5’3”
- L. Player Height of 5’4” and above

---

**KANGAROO**
*GUARD SLEEVE*  
**9036**

- Designed to be used with any Xara slip-in guard. The Lycra sleeve has a front Kangaroo pouch for ease of use keeping the guard securely in place and prevent any irritation or rubbing. Can be used with any standard slip-in guard. For those occasions when a sleeve goes missing or simply to have a clean spare pair on hand.

**SIZES:**
- S. M. L

**COLORS:**
- BLACK OR WHITE
Safety is number 1 with parents, it is the basic expectation of every parent that commits their child to play. The Soccer Safe Program is an umbrella that allows organizations to highlight all aspects of their commitment to a safe environment. The program engages all stakeholders in making sure the game is played in a safe positive environment.

With the creation of a competitive environment, comes the opportunity for a “win at all costs” mentality to emerge. This win at all costs thinking supports a culture where the values of the organization and the stakeholders are compromised by the drive to win. The No Victory Without Honor® Program allows youth soccer organizations of all skill levels to offer a competitive soccer experience in an environment that remains true to the shared values of all stakeholders.

The lessons learned playing soccer have value long after the game has ended. When these are combined with the power of a strong education, the opportunities for success in life expand. The College Selection Program allows soccer organizations of all skill levels the opportunity to live their values, bring added value to the family and support the college aspiration of the players in their program.

The Player of the Month Program allows youth soccer organizations to define their point of difference, live their commitment to delivering a better family soccer experience and create a positive playing environment. With monthly and season awards this program recognizes players who show commitment to values that will bring value long after the game has ended.
SAFETY IS NUMBER 1

A fun, safe soccer season is a basic expectation of every family that commits their child to play soccer, and something all stakeholders should be committed to. The Safety Series products allow parents and organizations to honor that commitment and provide every child with safe, better-fitting products.

**BALLS**
Made to provide a softer touch when kicked.
Made to provide a softer feel when kicked.
Made to offer more forgiveness when the player is struck.
Made to offer a more enjoyable playing experience.

**SHOES**
Conical studs, not blade studs. Blade studs can cause injury.
More studs for healthy support of growing feet.
Correct spacing of studs for even support.
Visit xarasoccer.com to read more about protecting growing feet, our Safe Stud Configuration and the dangers of blade studs.

**GUARDS**
Ankle area is properly protected.
Correctly-sized ankle support means the shoe is correctly fitted.
Correctly-sized ankle support means the face plate is correctly positioned.
Face plate properly wraps and protects the leg.

Advancing e3 Soccer - making the game safer. Visit xarasoccer.com or call 800-444-9272
Child safety is a priority for all families and Xara has a ball that is made from a softer material that is more forgiving to the touch and cushions the impact when the ball is kicked. Check out this Xara ball, another way Xara is improving your soccer experience.

Safety on the field is your responsibility! The bones in a child’s foot are not fully developed until age 15. For that reason we have a “14 point rounded cleat configuration” on our children’s shoes for foot stability and safety. Bladed-cleat shoes made popular by pro soccer players do not give adequate support to a child’s foot.

APPRENTICE
TURF SHOE
9517 CHILD 9518 YOUTH
SRP: $34.00

Rubber soles provide stability, traction and cushioning for young feet and legs in hard indoor or outdoor conditions.

FEATURES:
Durable Rubber Traction soles
Padded foot bed and heel cup for comfort
Riveted sole for durability
Ridged ball strike zones
Low sheen for ball traction

SIZES:
9511: 8 through 13
9512: 1 through 6 including half sizes

COLORS:
NAVY/PINK/WHITE
WHITE/BLACK

See page 38 for Shinguard Sizing Guide

XB1 V5
BALL
8051
SRP: $21.00

PRODIGY
STudded shoe
9515 CHILD 9516 YOUTH
SRP: $32.00

Safety on the field is your responsibility! The bones in a child’s foot are not fully developed until age 15. For that reason we have a “14 point rounded cleat configuration” on our children’s shoes for foot stability and safety. Bladed-cleat shoes made popular by pro soccer players do not give adequate support to a child’s foot.

FEATURES:
Padded foot bed and heel cup for comfort
Safety stud configuration
Riveted sole for durability
Ridged ball strike zones
Low sheen for ball traction

SIZES:
9507: 8 through 13
9508: 1 through 6 including half sizes

COLORS:
ORANGE/BLACK/NEON YELLOW
NEON GREEN/BLUE/WHITE
NAVY/PINK/WHITE - WHITE/BLACK

XG1 V4
GUARD
9051
SRP: $14.00

FEATURES:
Offers player safety with:
1. Size-appropriate ankle guard protection
2. Size-appropriate face plates
3. Correct Fit with shoe

SIZES: XXXS XXS XS S M

COLORS:
ORANGE/BLACK/NEON YELLOW - WHITE/BLACK
NEON GREEN/BLUE/WHITE - NAVY/PINK/WHITE
You’ve been asked to develop a grass roots program for your organization, but can’t find a program that checks off all the boxes. Look no further than the Dinomites Program from Xara. Designed to support the overall success of your organization; help you grow, retain more members and get the volunteers you desperately need, Dinomites does all of this and more.

**DINOMITE KITS**

**1235**

SRP: $25.50

includes:

- shirt/short/socks

**SIZES:** YXS YS

**COLORS:**

- BOYS: ORANGE/NAVY
- GIRLS: PINK/NAVY

---

**MAKE IT MEMORABLE**

Soccer is getting younger, do you remember when you were 4? Life was about fun, play and discovery; that’s what the Dinomites program delivers. The U5 and U6 Dinomites are turnkey, age appropriate programs, designed to introduce young players to the skills of the game in a fun family inclusive structure. Kids have fun, Mom and Dad love seeing them grow and coaches can coach without the fears and challenges of youth coaching.

- **A 10 WEEK CURRICULUM TO SUPPORT COACHES**
- **PRODUCTS AND SUPPORT MATERIALS TO CREATE A “TOTAL” EXPERIENCE**
- **DEVELOPED WITH CHILD DEVELOPMENT EXPERTS AND EDUCATORS**
The Imagineers program continues the development of the core soccer skills while taking the players on a journey around the world. This age-appropriate program supports the growth and development of players, but offers everyone a memorable soccer experience.

**IMAGINEERS BALL**
8038 SRP: $20.00

The Imagineers program continues the development of the core soccer skills while taking the players on a journey around the world. This age-appropriate program supports the growth and development of players, but offers everyone a memorable soccer experience.

**IMAGINEERS UNDER 8**

**DINOMITE BALLS**
8060 SRP: $19.50

The Dinomite ball is designed with Touch Points to help the player, and is part of the U5 and U6 Dinomite curriculum.

**COLORS:** ROYAL/GREEN
**SIZE:** 3

**DINOMITE BALL BAG**
7011 SRP: $16.00

The perfect accessory for your Dinomites program. Holds 8 size 4 or 10 size 3 balls. Draw string top with bungee fastener.

**DINOMITE FIELD FLAG**
9780 SRP: $225.00

13 feet high. Includes base and poles for field use, and storage/carry case. Double-sided. 120 day warranty.

**DINOMITE GUARD V2**
9046 SRP: $14.00

Age-specific correct-fit technology to ensure player safety. Our guards fit in areas that need protection around the ankle and the shin.

**COLORS:** ROYAL/GREEN
**SIZE:** XXXS, XXS

**ACES UNDER 10**

**ACES BALL**
8059 SRP: $20.00

The Aces ball has a true authentic look that is great for any camp, training, recreational program or younger-level club teams. This ball is also part of the Aces curriculum designed to assist players in U10 programs develop their skills.

**SIZE:** 4

**DINOMITE GUARD V2**
9046 SRP: $14.00

Age-specific correct-fit technology to ensure player safety. Our guards fit in areas that need protection around the ankle and the shin.

**COLORS:** ROYAL/GREEN
**SIZE:** XXXS, XXS

**DINOMITE FIELD FLAG**
9780 SRP: $225.00

13 feet high. Includes base and poles for field use, and storage/carry case. Double-sided. 120 day warranty.